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This Book has inspired millions worldwide including the great Bob Proctor, Loyd Conant to start

Nightingale Conant, and Rhonda Byrne to create "The Secret" which was based upon this book.

BRAND NEW A Powerful Audio version on 3 CD's read by Michele Blood. THE SCIENCE OF

GETTING RICH by Wallace D. Wattles, includes explanations and MusiVation Technology to help

one process the information exponentially. If you desire to create more money into your life this

NEW audio book will inspire and teach you how to do so. Use The Law Of Attraction and find out

HOW to think and Act in The Certain Way.
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This is the most disappointing product I have bought this year. I usually love audio books because I

lack time to sit and read. The music really annoyed me and the person's voice distracted from the

information. I have no idea what the Science of Getting Rich says because of this CD. I won't

purchase from this company again.

Thanks Michele your audio version of "The Science of Getting Rich" brought the entire book to life

for me. The insights Michele shares, her positive inspirational music and her commentary on this

classic awesome book makes it a must have for understanding the principals and richness of its

transformational teachings. I love it and highly recommend it as a valuable tool for you and your

families to support and achieve the best in all areas of your life. This really is an awesome and if you

take it up a life-changing package!Bernadette Dimitrov, Melbourne, Australia



This speaker stunk! She tried so hard to be upbeat, and impress the information, that she

completely turned me off!! I had listened to this story on a CD borrowed from a friend, and liked so

much that I decided to buy it. But, this rendition was narrated by a different lady, and I disliked it to

the point of almost returning it.

This is an amazing product.Wallace D.Wattle shares the secret formula of SUCCESS WHICH

WHEN PRACTICED HAS CREATED MILLIONAIRES FOR OVER THE PAST ONE HUNDRED

YEARS.This message is delivered by Michele Blood.Michele's voice is electrifying,you can feel her

energy and consciousness which brings the author's WORDS TO LIFE.Using Michele's Motivation

Mind Technology, the Secrets of Success, are anchored into the unconscious mind. With the

techniques Michele shares on the 3CD AUDIO Book.They can be captured and utilized in the Now.

I have an extensive library of life changing and motivational books and tapes.I believe this product is

a must for anyone seeking to live a life of abundance, happiness and love.In Michele's unique way

she finely tunes every chapter to bring WallaceD. Wattle's timeless message into the twenty first

century.This incredible product is clearly a road map for success.The Spiritual law of attraction is

interwoven into each chapter.I consider this 3 CD Audio Book to be a work of art.This would be a

wonderful tools for everyone seeking to express their true potential. Dr. Lawrence T Bond Ph.D.

I have listened to this CD almost every day with out fail. The information is absolutely invaluable.

The readers voice is easy to understand and the readers insight is welcome feedback. AT first the

music inbetween the chapters sounds hokey, but just like any song you hear at first that you do not

like,these short music interludes soon grow on you too! I would recommend this CD set to anyone

who is seeking the knowledge shared from the DVD "The Secret".

This is a great motivational reading of Wallace D. Wattle's now famous book. Too bad Wallace's

success was post-humous. Anyway, Michelle Blood is a vivacious reader, which at first, is

off-putting, but once you get used to her, she is great fun. The music is a nice touch--again, at first,

it was almost corney, but after I listened a bunch of times (oh yes, I have listened to these CDs a

lot!!!) it just sort of becomes a part of the experience and enhances the message. The only thing I

could do without is the promo at the end. There is a CD devoted to some website for something or

other. I wasn't interested in that particular commercial endeavor, but it is a minor distraction that can

easily just not be played. No big deal. Overall this is a wonderful tool to promote positive attitude



programming.

Before Michele's recording I read Mr. Wattles' book about three times, but could never put any

"meat" to the idea of doing and acting in a "certain way". When I listened to the audio version by

Michele I really needed to hear this. The law of attraction was working in my life and I didn't know it,

until I heard Michele's voice. It was like an angel guiding me through and helping me understand

God's power and His true desire to prosper all that truly wanted it. I play the CDs all the time in my

car, listening to Mr. Wattles' words and my angel inspiring me through song and understanding. I

feel charged and blessed wherever I go! Thank you, Michele. You are God's wondrous blessing to

all!Herman L. Jimerson

This is a seminal work in the new thought/new age/prosperity thinking/the secret ouvre. Michelle

Blood's reading was at first annoyingly enthusiastic, but grew on me after the first chapter or so.

Even if you can assimilate text readily, there is subconscious benefit to passively listening. There's

something to "musivation" as well, but I'd recommend altering the tune to your taste (unless you're

fond of Maddonna). A strong buy - especially if you're struggling to achieve lift-off with the whole

manifestation project.
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